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1: Google SketchUp Tutorials - Google+
Part of Google SketchUp 8 For Dummies Cheat Sheet Google SketchUp 8 offers keyboard shortcuts for the tools you
use most often as you create models. To select the tool you want, simply press the letter that's indicated in the following
table.

We publicly state that we have factors when it comes to scanning, indexing and ranking. Generally, the
number of algorithms is a casual number. For instance, one algorithm can be used to display a letter on the
search results page. Therefore, we believe that counting the exact number of algorithms that Google uses is not
something that is really useful [for optimizers]. Since Google Penguin was modified into real-time update and
started ignoring spam links instead of imposing sanctions on websites, this has led to a decrease of the value of
auditing external links. According to Gary Illyes, auditing of links is not necessary for all websites at the
present moment. These companies have different opinions on the reason why they reject links. In case your
links are ignored by the "Penguin", there is nothing to worry about. I have it for 4 years already and I do not
have a file named Disavow. I do not even know who is referring to me. Thus, in the case when before a
website owner was engaged in buying links or using other prohibited methods of link building, then
conducting an audit of the reference profile and rejecting unnatural links is necessary in order to avoid future
manual sanctions. It is important to remember that rejecting links can lead to a decrease in resource positions
in the global search results, since many webmasters often reject links that actually help the website, rather than
doing any harm to it. Therefore, referential audits are needed if there were any violations in the history of the
resource. They are not necessary for many website owners and it is better to spend this time on improving the
website itself, says Slagg. The reason is that the crawler already scans the content that fast, so the benefits that
the browser receives web pages loading time is decreased are not that important. We are still investigating
what we can do about it. We can cache data and make requests in a different way than a regular browser. But
with more websites implementing push notification feature, Googlebot developers are on the point of adding
support for HTTP in future. Therefore, if you have a change, it is recommended to move to this protocol. The
question to Mueller was the following: Do you check each and every report manually? No, we do not check all
spam reports manually. Most of the other reports that come to us is just information that we collect and can
use to improve our algorithms in the future. At the same time, he noted that small reports about violations of
one page scale are less prioritized for Google. But when this information can be applied to a number of pages,
these reports become more valuable and are prior to be checked. As for the report processing time, it takes
some considerable time. As Mueller explained, taking measures may take "some time", but not a day or two. It
should be recalled that in , Google received about 35 thousand messages about spam from users every month.
In the near future, the ranking will take into account the speed of mobile pages and not desktop. As you know,
at the moment Google measures only the loading speed of the desktop pages. These data are used both in
desktop ranking and mobile. However, mobile speed is more important for Google. Therefore, it was decided
to make changes to the search algorithm. This approach is already under consideration. Illyes also stressed
upon the fact that Google will actively inform webmasters about any changes before launching the mobile-first
index. So not to make a surprise for specialists. Earlier it was reported that Google has not been planning to
take into account the downloading speed for mobile pages in the ranking. This information was reported
reported by Reuters. According to the agency, WhatsApp imposed conditions on the users that obliged them to
agree to data transfer to Facebook parent company. In particular, they were persuaded that without agreeing on
this they would not be able to continue using the service. The WhatsApp press service commented on this
situation the following way: The fact that WhatsApp will open Facebook access to the user base became
known in August The phenomenon was named PAIR. At the moment, the program involves 12 people who
will work together with Google employees in different product groups. The project also involves external
experts: The research that will be carried out within the framework of the project is aimed at improving the
user interface of "smart" components in Google services. Scientists will study the problems affecting all
participants in the supply chain: Google wants to make AI-solutions user-friendly and understandable to them.
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As part of the project, Google also opened the source code for two tools: Facets Overview and Facets Dive.
Programmers will be able to check the data sets for machine learning for possible problems using the tools
mentioned. For instance, an insufficient sample size. Now when searching for images, users will immediately
see which type of content the individual results are related to. The Google rep commented on the new feature
saying the following: GIF-images Google algorithms will recognize and mark automatically, thus, markup is
not needed for them. New badges will not always be displayed just like extended snippets. Filling in the fields
for the recommended properties of the markup increases the chances of getting them. Google also updated its
structured data verification tool. Now it processes markups for images. It should be recalled that Google
started showing videos and recipes in the search results for pictures starting from last month. In some cases,
thousands of such messages are going to inbox. I think it started yesterday or the day before yesterday. We
sorted out the problem together with the Google Search Console team, and, in our opinion, it does not mean
that there is something wrong with your websites. It seems that the problem is on our side, we have confused
something, I think this is related to the beta version of Search Console. Perhaps there are some processes that
need to be re-tested. But this does not mean that you have to make any changes on your websites, or that you
have been attacked by hackers, or something like that. The company officially confirmed this information in
early August and shared the details of the two reports for testing. The new Search Console version will not
only change the interface, but also make more data available. Is that still so? Mueller replied the following:
Yep, we still do not use it. In John Mueller made a post on the Webmaster Central Help forum in which he
stated that Google does not use the Last-Modified meta tag for scanning, indexing, or ranking. This tag is also
not included in the list of meta tags considered by Google. With all this, other search engines can still use it.
Pew Research Seo Facts For the full holiday weekend Thanksgiving day through Cyber Monday , revenue
growth over came in strong at Pew Research Seo Facts Mobile Shopping e-commerce orders made on mobile
phones and tablets accounted for Custora Seo Facts Cyber Monday exhibited a similar trend, though less
pronounced â€” with email marketing driving
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2: Keyboard Shortcuts and Hotkeys for the SketchUp App
Keyboard Shortcuts for Common Google SketchUp 8 Tools Google SketchUp 8 offers keyboard shortcuts for the tools
you use most often as you create models. To select the tool you want, simply press the letter that's indicated in the
following table.

Google Cloud Platform â€” modular cloud-based services for software development Google Crisis Response
â€” public project that covers disasters, turmoils and other emergencies and alerts Google Fiber â€”
experimental broadband internet network infrastructure using fiberoptic communication in Kansas City, Provo
and Austin Google Get Your Business Online â€” increase the web presence of small businesses and cities.
Advice on search engine optimization and maintaining business owners update their business profile. Google
Person Finder â€” open-source tool that helps people reconnect with others in the aftermath of a disaster
Google Accelerated Mobile Pages AMP â€” open-source project and service to accelerate content on mobile
devices. Discontinued on November 28; still accessible read-only. Google Deskbar â€” desktop bar with a
built-in mini browser. Replaced by a similar feature in Google Desktop. Writely â€” web-based word
processor. Discontinued on April Public Service Search â€” non-commercial organization service, which
included Google Site Search, traffic reports and unlimited search queries. Discontinued on February, replaced
by Google Custom Search. Google Video Marketplace â€” discontinued in August [43] [ edit ] Google
Browser Sync Mozilla Firefox â€” allowed Firefox users to synchronize settings across multiple computers.
Google Lively â€” 3D animated chat. Discontinued on May Discontinued on November Discontinued on
August 28, replaced by Google Chrome to Phone. No longer available for, or supported by, Google as of
January Discontinued on February Catalogs â€” search engine for over 6, print catalogs, acquired through
optical character recognition. Dodgeball â€” social networking service. Users could text their location to the
service, which would then notify them of nearby people or events of interest. Replaced by Google Latitude.
Google Mashup Editor â€” web mashup creation with publishing, syntax highlighting, debugging.
Discontinued in July; migrated to Google App Engine. Google Ride Finder â€” taxi and shuttle search service,
using real time position of vehicles in 14 U. Used the Google Maps interface and cooperated with any car
service that wished to participate. Shared Stuff â€” web page sharing system, incorporating a bookmarklet to
share pages, and a page to view the most popular shared items. Pages could be shared through third party
applications such as Delicious or Facebook. Discontinued on March Google Page Creator â€” webpage
publishing program that could be used to create pages and to host them on Google servers. Discontinued, with
all existing content transferred to Google Sites. Google SearchWiki â€” annotate and re-order search results.
Discontinued March 3, replaced by Google Stars. Google Base â€” submission database that enabled content
owners to submit content, have it hosted and made searchable. Information was organized using attributes.
Discontinued on September Real Estate â€” place real estate listings in Google Maps. Discontinued on July
Google Blog Search â€” weblog search engine. Squared â€” creates tables of information about a subject from
unstructured data. Google Sets â€” generates a list of items when users enter a few examples. Discontinued on
September 2. Google Fast Flip â€” online news aggregator. Desktop â€” desktop search application that
indexed emails, documents, music, photos, chats, Web history and other files. Aardvark â€” social search
utility that allowed people to ask and answer questions within their social networks. Google Sidewiki â€”
browser sidebar and service that allowed contributing and reading helpful information alongside any web
page. Directory â€” navigation directory, specifically for Chinese users. Hotpot â€” local recommendation
engine that allowed people to rate restaurants, hotels etc. Moved to Google Places service in April
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3: Shortcuts for Googleâ„¢ - Chrome Web Store
Attached file is my keyboard shortcuts set of www.enganchecubano.com-eXtracting. www.enganchecubano.com can be
imported in SketchUp,then you would use the shortcuts directed.

With Safari, you learn the way you learn best. Get unlimited access to videos, live online training, learning
paths, books, tutorials, and more. You have menus, toolbars, and a large work area. It can be as big as the
Empire State building or as small as an iPod. By using SketchUp you can design your new beach house inside
and out, and build all the furniture for each room. The steps in this chapter describe how to build this simple
bench in SketchUp. Three colored axes help you keep your orientation in the workspace. In this image the red
axis in front of the bench runs from left to right. The blue axis runs up and down. The green axis runs from the
front of the image to the back. You can always double-click any SketchUp document to start up SketchUp and
open that document. Both versions, though, display Learn and Template subpanels. SketchUp Pro also shows
a License subpanel. The purpose of the Learn panel is to introduce some basic SketchUp concepts. The
Template subpanel holds several preformatted documents that you can use to get a head start on your project.
SketchUp has several different toolbars that you can show, hide, or drag around the workspace. You have as
many toolbars to choose from, but Macs have their own nifty toolbars. Control-click on the top of the
SketchUp document window and choose Customize Toolbar. Drag buttons on and off the toolbar to customize
your workspace. Note Toolbars are one of the areas where the Windows and Mac versions of SketchUp appear
slightly different. The main portion of the SketchUp window is devoted to your drawing area. In the lower-left
corner is the status bar. If you need a hint about what to do next, look to this corner. The latest version of
SketchUp added three new buttons to the status bar. You use it to enter the dimensions of objects or the
distance you want to move something, but that only scratches the surface. Note Traditionally, the
Measurements toolbar appears in the lower-right corner of SketchUp. But it can also be displayed some other
ways. On Mac, when you customize your toolbars For Mac , you can place the Measurements toolbar at the
top of the Document window. The SketchUp workspace has five main areas. SketchUp also has a number of
windows that you open from the Window menu. Like the Components window shown here and described
fully on Exploring the Components Window , these windows give you access to additional tools, settings, and
prebuilt models from the Taj Mahal to a kitchen sink. You can open and close them as needed by using the
Window menu. So, download some of the models from this book from http: Open them in SketchUp, and then
disassemble them. Twist them into funny shapes. You can always download the original version again. The
View menu lists items in the SketchUp window that you can show or hide, including things like drawing
guides, axis lines, measurement marks, and even different toolbars. The View menu controls what items are
visible or hidden in the SketchUp drawing area. Items with checkmarks are visible. Want to see a different
view? Tip In SketchUp, the mouse is your primary building tool, so it helps to have a mouse that plays well
with SketchUp. You can use that middle button to easily move around the drawing window without disrupting
your work in progress. You may want to invest in a cheapo three-button mouse to use with SketchUp. In both
the Mac and Windows versions of SketchUp, your first view shows a minimum number of tools. This tool set
is officially dubbed the Getting Started tool set. However, to work along with the exercises in this book, you
may as well make a few changes so your SketchUp workspace matches the pictures in this book. You can
always change them later as you adjust to working in SketchUp. When you add or remove toolbars, SketchUp
remembers those changes even after you close the program. A new toolbar appears with buttons running
vertically down the left side of the window. Initially, the large toolbar is attached to the drawing area, but by
clicking the bar at the top, you can drag it away from the drawing area to create a floating toolbar. In the View
menu a checkmark indicates that an option is visible in your workspace. Clicking a checked item hides it from
view and removes the checkmark. The Standard toolbar provides the tools that you find in almost every
program, though the buttons look a little different. These buttons let you create, open, and save SketchUp files.
You also see Cut, Copy, Paste, and Erase buttons. In the next group, you see Undo and Redo arrows. Bringing
up the rear is a Print button. For example, suppose you want to make sure your model is fitting together
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properly. Sometimes the only way to see whether a gap exists between two objects is to view them from a
different angle. The six view buttons get a lot of use. Note The Bottom view option is missing from the View
toolbar buttons. The six buttons on the Face Style toolbar change the way SketchUp objects appear in the
drawing area. For example, the X-ray button makes object surfaces semitransparentâ€”helpful for working
with complex models. The other face styles are wireframe, hidden line, shaded, shaded with textures, and
monochrome. Face Styles are covered in detail on Changing Face Styles. With its special toolbar area above
the drawing area, the Mac version of SketchUp looks a little like Finder or other Mac document windows.
Customizing your Mac toolbars is as easy as dragging. The Large Tool Set shows two columns of buttons. The
position of the individual tools and the appearance of the icons are identical on Mac and Windows. In Mac
tradition, this toolbar is always floating. Initially, SketchUp displays a few basic tools in the custom toolbar.
At the top of the window, you see the tools that appear on the custom toolbar. Below, you see a palette with
dozens of tools you can add. Drag all the tools on the toolbar away from the toolbar. To remove tools from the
toolbar, just drag them off the silver bar area. As you do, they disappear in a poof of smoke. Drag the Undo
and Redo buttons to the toolbar. Drag the Print button to the toolbar. With a click of the Print button, you can
send your SketchUp image to the printer. Drag the Views tool set to the toolbar. When you work in 3-D, you
change views frequently; in SketchUp-speak, you move the camera. Drag the Face Styles tool set to the
toolbar. These buttons change the way SketchUp objects appear in the drawing area. For example, the X-ray
buttons make object surfaces semitransparent, which helps when working with complex models Changing
Face Styles. Face Styles are covered in detail in the section on materials, Changing Face Styles. Drag the Get
Current View tool to the toolbar. This tool copies a view from Google Earth so you can use it in your
document. You must have the Google Earth application running to get a snapshot. Drag the Model Info button
to the toolbar. Click Done to save your changes. To customize the toolbar at the top of the drawing area, drag
the tools you want from the window into the toolbar area. To remove buttons from the toolbar, just drag them
off. Leave them in one place for a while, and see how your new setup works. Unlike some other programs,
SketchUp always creates documents from a template that defines the units of measure and sets up the
background colors for the drawing area. Some templates may even include prebuilt models or other objects.
For example, the Architectural Design templates include a human model as a visual reference. This section
shows you how to choose the right template for your project. Here are the questions to ask when deciding
which template to choose: Are you working in feet and inches, or metric?
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4: Google SketchUp Tips and Tricks, Resources and Links
The Templates tab opens with a list of templates that come with SketchUp, as shown here. Scroll through the list and
select your desired template. (Note that the examples in the rest of this article are based on Simple Template - Feet and
Inches.).

But learning the ins and outs of the project can be tough on your own. Use these formerly Google SketchUp
tips, tricks and resources for getting the most of this Google cast-off and design your own projects for free!
For the rest of us who want free stuff and a really cool program for all of your building projects, you can
download the free SketchUp right here. Take a glance at the SketchUp User Guide and browse through the
basics. But what I can do is tell you to watch the videos. There are a ton of tutorials designed to help out
beginners, novices and pros alike. Always Create Components By layering each component of your project,
you can easily edit or manipulate small sections such as a staircase or wall without having to go through a lot
of trouble. Creating components allows you to not only easily move objects around, it also allows you to
easily break apart the components themselves to make changes in the design without having to start over from
scratch. Measure Twice, Cut Once I like to use the tape measure tool to create my lines, fix components or to
create guidelines. The tape measure tool can be used to create a dotted line that components will stick to or
lines will follow. This takes all of the guess work out of creating your next project accurately. SketchUp
Reference Card Nothing is more annoying than dragging your mouse all over the screen just to switch back
and forth between tools. The reference card also has a list of the tool bar menus and other great to have at hand
information. You can find the printable reference card here and print out the correct card for your OS and
download version. But you can also make quick copies a more efficient way. First, select the object. Now use
the move button to move the object. Tap CTRL on your keyboard and you just made an instant copy you can
move anywhere you like. Hit CTRL as many times as you wish to make copies of any object so you can move
them wherever you need them. As you might guess, these no-longer Google Sketchup tips, tricks and
resources barely scratch the surface of what the program can do. My best advice is do what I did; download
the software and just start playing with it.
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5: Trimble SketchUp cars - Google+
Create Custom Shortcuts for SketchUp To create your own custom shortcuts for SketchUp, go to Edit>Preferences
(Windows) or SketchUp>Preferences (Mac) and click the Shortcuts tab. Find the function by either scrolling through the
list or using the search bar.

We publicly state that we have factors when it comes to scanning, indexing and ranking. Generally, the
number of algorithms is a casual number. For instance, one algorithm can be used to display a letter on the
search results page. Therefore, we believe that counting the exact number of algorithms that Google uses is not
something that is really useful [for optimizers]. Since Google Penguin was modified into real-time update and
started ignoring spam links instead of imposing sanctions on websites, this has led to a decrease of the value of
auditing external links. According to Gary Illyes, auditing of links is not necessary for all websites at the
present moment. These companies have different opinions on the reason why they reject links. In case your
links are ignored by the "Penguin", there is nothing to worry about. I have it for 4 years already and I do not
have a file named Disavow. I do not even know who is referring to me. Thus, in the case when before a
website owner was engaged in buying links or using other prohibited methods of link building, then
conducting an audit of the reference profile and rejecting unnatural links is necessary in order to avoid future
manual sanctions. It is important to remember that rejecting links can lead to a decrease in resource positions
in the global search results, since many webmasters often reject links that actually help the website, rather than
doing any harm to it. Therefore, referential audits are needed if there were any violations in the history of the
resource. They are not necessary for many website owners and it is better to spend this time on improving the
website itself, says Slagg. The reason is that the crawler already scans the content that fast, so the benefits that
the browser receives web pages loading time is decreased are not that important. We are still investigating
what we can do about it. We can cache data and make requests in a different way than a regular browser. But
with more websites implementing push notification feature, Googlebot developers are on the point of adding
support for HTTP in future. Therefore, if you have a change, it is recommended to move to this protocol. The
question to Mueller was the following: Do you check each and every report manually? No, we do not check all
spam reports manually. Most of the other reports that come to us is just information that we collect and can
use to improve our algorithms in the future. At the same time, he noted that small reports about violations of
one page scale are less prioritized for Google. But when this information can be applied to a number of pages,
these reports become more valuable and are prior to be checked. As for the report processing time, it takes
some considerable time. As Mueller explained, taking measures may take "some time", but not a day or two. It
should be recalled that in , Google received about 35 thousand messages about spam from users every month.
The change will take effect with the release of Chrome 61, which is expected in mid-September. It will affect
the certificates issued before October 21, , the period of validity of which has not yet expired. After the release
of Chrome 57, the browser partially stopped trusting the old certificates. An exception was made for websites
that are among the first million in the Alexa rating. From now on, all certificates from these centers will be
banned. Websites that still use certificates from StarCom and WoSign should urgently consider replacing
them, so as to minimize any inconveniences to Chrome users," reports Google. Starting with the Firefox 51 the
certificates are considered to be invalid. At the same time, the support of certificates issued before October 21,
is still preserved. You need to verify ownership of the company page in My Business to access the tool. The
data and photos placed on it will be used to create the website. The website appearance can be configured, and
its contents supplemented. In addition, it will be optimized for cross-platform devices. Having created a
website you can publish it immediately or do that later. A window that offers you to create a website appears
after the confirmation of the company page. This function is also available in the "Website" menu. For more
information about this feature see the Help Center. With the help of a new tool they will be able to create
them. In the near future, the ranking will take into account the speed of mobile pages and not desktop. As you
know, at the moment Google measures only the loading speed of the desktop pages. These data are used both
in desktop ranking and mobile. However, mobile speed is more important for Google. Therefore, it was
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decided to make changes to the search algorithm. This approach is already under consideration. Illyes also
stressed upon the fact that Google will actively inform webmasters about any changes before launching the
mobile-first index. So not to make a surprise for specialists. Earlier it was reported that Google has not been
planning to take into account the downloading speed for mobile pages in the ranking. The phenomenon was
named PAIR. At the moment, the program involves 12 people who will work together with Google employees
in different product groups. The project also involves external experts: The research that will be carried out
within the framework of the project is aimed at improving the user interface of "smart" components in Google
services. Scientists will study the problems affecting all participants in the supply chain: Google wants to
make AI-solutions user-friendly and understandable to them. As part of the project, Google also opened the
source code for two tools: Facets Overview and Facets Dive. Programmers will be able to check the data sets
for machine learning for possible problems using the tools mentioned. For instance, an insufficient sample
size. Google will show recommended bids for different ad positions on the page, even if the bid simulator for
this keyword is not available. Some phases were also changed a little bit. Instead of the "top of the page" is
now replaced by "over all organic results"; instead of "first position" the tab "over all other ads" will be now
used. There was no official launch announcement yet. Let us remind you that Google AdWords changed
algorithm of work of the Optimizer of the price for conversion last week. Now this restriction is lifted. This
information was reported by the service press. When you click on it, users will be able to go to their business
partner account. The content creator and its partner will have access to statistics for each publication when the
label is used. This will help them understand how subscribers interact with similar materials. Content creators
will see this information in the Statistics section in Instagram, as well as their partners on their Facebook page.
Instagram authorities believe that the innovation will strengthen the atmosphere of trust inside the service. To
date, a new feature is only available for a small number of companies and content authors. In the coming
months, developers are planning to launch it for a wide audience along with official rules and guidelines.
6: Trimble SketchUp cars - Google+
I've also seen the complete list of shortcuts via Complete List of Keyboard Shortcuts in the PDF I downloaded, however I
was wondering if there is something wrong with my version (Sketchup Pro ) because there were no attached shortcuts
to any of the functions in the first place?

7: import keyboard shortcuts problem â€¢ sketchUcation â€¢ 1
pdf go all crazy and assign other tools to specific keys I was curious if there was an extended list of Keyboard Google
sketchup hotkeys pdf that people are already trying to use or make global for the application.

8: Best Sketchup Tricks & Tips | Sketchup Shortcuts | Sketchup Knowledge
Default Keyboard Shortcuts SketchUp has a number of keyboard shortcuts configured by default. You can also add your
own, custom keyboard shortcuts by going to Window -> Preferences -> Shortcuts. Below are some of my most
frequently used keyboard shortcuts.

9: Sketchup Tools on an X-keys
SketchUp Keystroke Shortcuts October 4, 2 of 2 Arch , Fall Mouse Shortcuts Right-click Context sensitive. Varies
depending on which tool is selected - try it when.
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